
With a thickness of 4.5 cm, 
it is the thinnest IP65 emergency fixture 

on the market

32 LEDS FOR A BETTER LIGHT DIFFUSION

18 549 147 43 32 1,8

* Indicative power for fluorescent tube comparison

Power * • Dimensions (mm) • Number Weight
W L B H of LED kg
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Ticinque led is based on three main concepts: high features,

modern and elegant shape, fast installation. With reference to this

last point, Beghelli has improved the mounting system in order to

simplify the job of installers.

The housing of the product has multiple ways to connect the input

mains in order to accede in a “hidden” way to the electronic parts,

in case of tubes recessed in the wall, using the back input, as well

as in case of external wires without using any extra accessory.

The included IP plug system is a special membrane which can

be inserted in one of the 4 input slots located on the sides of the

product.

This patented system has been designed to speed the wiring ope-

rations guaranteeing anyway the IP protection degree in any type of

installation. 

In case of spiral conduit or 16/20 mm diameter tube, an “invisible”

connector (included) acts as a junction between the tube and the

IP plug membrane.

Otherwise, In case of direct input with double insulation cable, the

“invisible” connector is not needed: to achieve the IP protection

degree, it is enough to insert the cable directly in the IP plug mem-

brane, which acts as a normal conduit fitting granting the correct

protection level.

8584 TICINQUE IP42 LED 18WSE8P 18 Pb 6V 4Ah SE 8h
8585 TICINQUE IP42 LED 18WSA8P 18 Pb 6V 4Ah SA 8h

IP42
Order code Description W Battery Version Autonomy

8586 TICINQUE IP65 LED 18WSE8P 18 Pb 6V 4Ah SE 8h
8587 TICINQUE IP65 LED 18WSA8P 18 Pb 6V 4Ah SA 8h

IP65
Order code Description W Battery Version Autonomy

- 2 pcs connectors with IP plug

Accessories Included
Order code Description

11582 TICINQUE Emergency screen EXIT
11583 TICINQUE Emergency screen L
11584 TICINQUE Emergency screen R
11585 TICINQUE Emergency screen LOW

Accessories to be ordered separately
Order code Description

VERY HIGH LUMINOUS EFFICIENCY 
WITH 8 HOURS AUTONOMY 

Beghelli Ticinque LED, with its small dimensions,  is the perfect

solution for any type of installation in industrial as well as in tertiary

sector locations.

The high reflection symmetric optic, combined with 32 high effi-

ciency LED, ensures an high luminous efficiency on the work pla-

ne. The reflector shape has been designed to avoid any glare and

thanks to its patented geometry it is possible to have a luminous

beam suitable both for ceiling and wall installations.

The 8 hours autonomy of this product makes it one of the best

luminaires of its category. Moreover, thanks to the compact and

strong structure available also in IP65 version, Ticinque LED is par-

ticularly suitable even in industrial installations.

MODERN AND ELEGANT SHAPE 
EVEN IN IP65 VERSION
Ticinque beghelli IP65 is a product with a high aesthetic quality. The

compact and innovative design, the reduced height, the sober and

elegant shapes follow the Beghelli stylistic lines. Ticinque beghelli is

a very versatile product, which can be installed even in complex

architectonic installations thanks to its simple and modern lines.
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RECHARGE

12 HOURS 850°C UV

- 2 pcs of invisible connectors Included

INVISIBLE CONNECTOR

- 2 pcs of IP plug membrane Included

IP PLUG WIRING MEMBRANE
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UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION THANKS TO THE IP PLUG SYSTEM WITH FAST CONNECTOR




